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Abstract
Codes for strong identication are considered. The motivation for these codes comes from
locating faulty processors in a multiprocessor system. Constructions and lower bounds on these
codes are given. In particular, we provide two innite families of optimal strongly identifying
codes, which can locate up to two malfunctioning processors in a binary hypercube. ? 2002
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1. Introduction
Let Fn2 be the Cartesian product of n copies of the binary eld F2. The Hamming
distance d(x; y) between vectors x and y in Fn2 is the number of coordinates in which
they di4er. The Hamming weight w(x) of x is dened as d(x; 0).
The following scheme of nding the malfunctioning processors in a multiprocessor
system was introduced by Karpovsky, Chakrabarty and Levitin in [10].
Suppose 2n processors are labelled by distinct binary vectors of Fn2 and the processors
are connected if and only if the Hamming distance between the corresponding labels
equals one. A processor can check its neighbourhood within Hamming distance t. It
reports “NO” if there is something wrong in its neighbourhood and “YES” otherwise.
Assuming there are at most l malfunctioning processors, we want to choose a subset
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of processors (i.e. a code C ⊆ Fn2 ) in such a way that based on their reports we can
tell where the faulty processors are located. Of course, the smaller the code the better.
Let us dene the concept more formally.
As usual, we denote by |X | the cardinality of a set X; St(x)=Snt (x)={y∈Fn2 |d(x; y)=t}
and the Hamming sphere Bt(x)=Bnt (x)=
⋃t
i=0 S
n
i (x). Let C be a subset of F
n
2 , i.e., C
is a code of length n. For any X ⊆ Fn2 we dene its “codeword neighbourhood” by
It(X )= It(C;X )=
(⋃
x∈X
Bt(x)
)
∩ C:
Denition 1. Let t and l be non-negative integers. The code C ⊆ Fn2 is called (t;6 l)-
identifying, if for all X1; X2 ⊆ Fn2 ; X1 =X2; with |X1|6 l and |X2|6 l we have
It(X1) = It(X2).
In the problem above we assume that also the malfunctioning processors can give
the correct report. However, it is conceivable that faulty processors may send a wrong
or right report [9]. This is the case we will be examining in this paper. We can
analogously think that only the processors with the “NO” answer transmit the report
and malfunctioning processors may send a report or be silent.
In order to nd the malfunctioning processors in this case we require that C satises
the following: Let for any distinct subsets X and Y of Fn2 (|X |; |Y |6 l) the sets It(X )\S
and It(Y ) \ T be di4erent for all S ⊆ X ∩ C and T ⊆ Y ∩ C. Then we can always
distinguish between X and Y . The sets It(X ) \ S and It(X ) \ S ′ where S; S ′ ⊆ X ∩
C (S = S ′) are automatically di4erent from each other.
Denition 2. Let C ⊆ Fn2 and l and t non-negative integers. Dene for X ⊆ Fn2
It(X )= {U | It(X ) \ (X ∩ C) ⊆ U ⊆ It(X )}: (1)
If for all X1; X2 ⊆ Fn2 , where X1 =X2 and |X1|; |X2|6 l, we have It(X1)∩It(X2)= ∅,
then we say that C is a strongly (t;6 l)-identifying code.
If we replace (1) by It(X )= {It(X )}, we get Denition 1. Thus a strongly identify-
ing code is an identifying code. In this paper we consider strongly (1;6 l)-
identifying codes when l¿ 2. Results for l=1 can be found from [8]. We denote
It({x1; : : : ; xs})= It(x1; : : : ; xs) and I ′t (y)= It(y) \ {y}. The smallest cardinalities of a
(t;6 l)-identifying code and a strongly (t;6 l)-identifying code of length n are denoted
by M (6l)t (n) and M
(6l)SID
t (n), respectively. Usually we omit t from these notations if
t=1. A code attaining the smallest cardinality is called optimal. We say that x covers
y; if d(x; y)6 1.
Clearly, Fn2 can be viewed as an undirected graph where all the binary words in F
n
2
constitute the set of vertices and the edge set consists of all pairs of vertices connecting
two words that are Hamming distance one apart. We call a sequence v0e1v1e2 : : : envn
of vertices vi and edges ei =(vi−1; vi) a cycle if vi = vj whenever i = j, except that
v0 = vn.
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2. General bounds
In the sequel, we shall often utilize the following well-known properties of a Ham-
ming space (see, e.g. [3]). First of all, three Hamming spheres of radius one intersect
in a unique point, if the intersection is nonempty. Secondly, due to the fact that moving
by one edge changes the parity of the Hamming weight, there are no cycles of odd
length in Fn2 . Moreover,
Lemma 1. For a; b∈Fn2 we have
|B1(a) ∩ B1(b)|=


n+ 1 if a= b;
2 if d(a; b)= 1 or 2;
0 otherwise:
(2)
Theorem 1. Let l¿ 2. Then
M (6l)SID(n)¿
⌈
(2l− 1)2
n
n
⌉
:
Proof. Let C be strongly (1;6 l)-identifying. If x ∈ C, then |I(x)|¿ 2l − 1. Indeed,
otherwise if I(x)= {c1; : : : ; c2l−2} and xi (i=1; : : : ; l− 1) is the unique word di4erent
from x at distance one from both c2i−1 and c2i, we have I(x1; : : : ; xl−1)= I(x1; : : : ; xl−1; x);
which is a contradiction. Obviously, fewer than 2l − 2 codewords in I(x) is also im-
possible.
Assume then that x∈C. Suppose that I(x)= {c1; : : : ; c2l−2; x} and dene xi as above
for all i=1; : : : ; l−1. Now I(x1; : : : ; xl−1)= I(x1; : : : ; xl−1; x)\{x} which is not allowed
and hence |I(x)|¿ 2l.
Thus, we obtain
|C|(n+ 1)¿ 2l|C|+ (2l− 1)(2n − |C|)
which gives the claim.
As we shall see, this lower bound can often be attained when l=2. The direct sum
of the codes C1 ⊆ Fn12 and C2 ⊆ Fn22 is
C1 ⊕ C2 = {(c1; c2) | c1 ∈C1; c2 ∈C2} ⊆ Fn1+n22 :
The covering radius R(C) of a code C ⊆ Fn2 is dened by
R(C)=max
x∈Fn2
min
c∈C
d(x; c):
Evidently, R(C1 ⊕ C2)=R(C1) + R(C2).
Theorem 2. If l6 2log2(n+1)−1 − 1; then
M (6l)SID(n)6 (2l+ 2)
2n
2log2(n+1)
:
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Proof. We construct a strongly (1;6 l)-identifying code C of length n provided that
l6 2log2(n+1)−1 − 1. Let Hr be the [2r − 1; 2r − 1 − r; 3] Hamming code, where
r= log2(n+ 1). Then n=2r − 1 + m for some integer m¿ 0. By applying m times
to Hr the direct sum with F2, we obtain a code A with length n, dimension n− r and
covering radius one. Let the code C be a union of 2l+ 2 di4erent cosets of A.
Let X and Y be any distinct subsets of Fn2 of cardinality at most l and furthermore
S ⊆ X ∩ C and T ⊆ Y ∩ C. We show that always I(Y ) \T = I(X ) \ S. Let us assume
the contrary. Choose x such that x∈X but x ∈ Y . The word x is covered by at least
2l+2 codewords of C. Denote P= I ′(x)∩ S, i.e., P is the set of words in I ′(x) (it is
convenient to work with I ′(x) instead of I(x)) that do not appear in I(X )\S. Evidently,
P ⊆ X \ {x} and for all c∈P we have I(c) ∩ I(x) ⊆ {c; x}.
If c∈P and c ∈ Y , then the number of codewords in (I(x)∪ I(c)) \ S needed to be
covered by Y is at least 4l + 2 − |S|¿ 3l + 2; since |S|6 l. A word from Y cannot
cover more than two words from (I(x) ∪ I(c)) \ {x; c}, since d(x; c)= 1. Thus, the set
Y can cover at most 2|Y |+ 2=2l+ 2¡ 3l+ 2 words of (I(x)∪ I(c)) \ S, which is a
contradiction.
Hence we may assume that P ⊆ Y , and P ⊆ S implies P ⊆ T . Now the number of
codewords to be covered in I ′(x) \ P by Y is at least |I ′(x) \ P|¿ 2l + 1 − |P|. On
the other hand, because the words of P in Y can cover none of the words in I ′(x) \P
(and the rest of the words in Y can again cover at most two words), we can cover at
most 2|Y \ P| words. Because 2l+ 1− |P|¿ 2l− 2|P|¿ 2|Y \ P|, this is not enough,
and thus we are done. Hence, we can always distinguish between the sets I(X )\S and
I(Y ) \ T .
3. Optimal codes for strong (1;6 2)-identication
Let C ⊆ Fn2 be (1;6 2)-identifying code. Then, every word in Fn2 is covered by at
least three codewords. This can be seen as follows: Obviously, every word x∈Fn2 is
covered by at least one codeword of C. If x∈Fn2 is covered exactly by one codeword c,
then I(y)= I(x; y) for any y = x such that d(y; c)6 1, a contradiction. If I(x)= {c1; c2}
where c1 = c2, then I(y)= I(x; y) where y= x+c1+c2 (notice that if x= c1, then y= c2
and vice versa), a contradiction. Therefore, we get the result below.
Lemma 2 (Honkala et al. [7]). If C ⊆ Fn2 is (1;6 2)-identifying; then |I(x)|¿ 3 for
all x∈Fn2 .
The verication of the following fact can be found from [7].
Theorem 3. Let C be a (1;6 2)-identifying. The direct sum of C and F2 is also
(1;6 2)-identifying.
Theorem 4 (Honkala et al. [8]). A (1;6 2)-identifying code is strongly (1;6 1)-
identifying.
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Proof. By Lemma 2 every word in Fn2 is covered by at least three codewords of a
(1;6 2)-identifying code C. Thus I(x) is unique for all x∈Fn2 . Furthermore, we have
I ′(a) = I ′(b) for all a; b∈C: especially, if I ′(a)= {c1; c2}= I ′(b), then I(c1; a)= I(c1; b)
which is impossible.
Lemma 3. Let C ⊆ Fn2 be (1;6 2)-identifying and a; b∈Fn2 ; a = b. Then
|I(a; b) \ {a; b}|¿


2 if d(a; b)= 1;
3 if d(a; b)= 2;
4 if d(a; b)¿ 3:
Proof. By Lemma 2, |I(x)|¿ 3 for all x∈Fn2 . By virtue of (2) the set I(a; b) contains
at least four elements. This gives the claim for d(a; b)= 1. If |I(a; b) \ {a; b}|=2 and
d(a; b)= 2, then I(a; b)= {a; b; c1; c2} where B1(a)∩B1(b)= {c1; c2} for some c1; c2∈C.
However, now I(a; c1)=I(b; c1), which is forbidden in C. Thus |I(a; b) \ {a; b}
|¿ 3 for d(a; b)= 2. If d(a; b)¿ 3, then B1(a) ∩ B1(b)= ∅ and hence we get the
last claim.
The following theorem turns out to be very useful when we construct (optimal)
strongly (1;6 2)-identifying codes.
Theorem 5. If C is a (1;6 2)-identifying code; then D=C ⊕F2 is strongly (1;6 2)-
identifying.
Proof. By Theorem 3 we know that D is (1;6 2)-identifying and by Theorem 4 we
know that hence D is strongly (1;6 1)-identifying. Thus, to prove the claim it suOces
to check the following two sets of inequalities for all x; y; z and w in Fn+12 and for
all sets J where I ′(a) ⊆ J (a) ⊆ I(a) and I(a; b) \ {a; b} ⊆ J (a; b) ⊆ I(a; b): the rst
set is
J (x) = J (z; w); (3)
where z =w and J (x) = I(x) or J (z; w) = I(z; w), and the second set is
J (x; y) = J (z; w); (4)
where {x; y} = {z; w} and J (x; y) = I(x; y) or J (z; w) = I(z; w).
By Lemma 2 we have |I(C; x)|¿ 3 for all x∈Fn2 (throughout this proof we write
I(C;X ); but the set I(D;X ) is written I(X ) for short) and therefore also |I(y)|¿ 3
for all y∈Fn+12 and, moreover, |I(y)|¿ 4 if y∈D. Thus |I ′(y)|¿ 3 for all y∈Fn+12 .
Step 1: Let us rst look at the inequalities (3). Either x = z or x =w, say x = z. By
(2), |B1(x) ∩ B1(z)|6 2. If d(x; z) =2, then there are at least two codewords in I ′(z)
which are not in I(x) and only one of them can be removed from J (z; w). If d(x; z)= 2,
then there can be only one such codeword and it can be removed from I(z; w) if it is
w. However, then the words in I ′(w) cannot be in I(x), since d(x; w)= 3. This shows
that (3) is satised.
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Step 2: Consider next the inequalities (4). We denote by z′ the word obtained by
puncturing the last coordinate of z ∈Fn+12 . In the sequel we will often use the fact that
I(a) ∩ (Fn2 ⊕ {1}), where a= a′0∈Fn+12 , contains the unique word a′1 if a∈D and
otherwise it is empty. Denote L0:=Fn2 ⊕ {0} and L1:=Fn2 ⊕ {1}.
Case 1: Let x; y; z; w∈L0. In the inequalities (4) we may assume that x is re-
moved from I(x; y). Thus x∈D. Consequently, by the fact above x∈{z; w}, say
x= z. If also y∈D, then {x; y}= {z; w}. Similarly, we can assume that w ∈ D. Let
then y ∈ D and thus y cannot be removed from I(x; y). Hence it suOces to verify
that I(x; y) \ {x} = I(z; w) and I(x; y) \ {x} = I(z; w) \ {z}. The rst is immediately
clear, since x∈ I(z; w). The second follows, because D is (1;6 2)-identifying, we have
I(x; y) = I(z; w). This proves (4) in this case.
Case 2: Let x; y∈L0 and z; w∈L1. Evidently, |I(z; w) ∩ L0|6 2. Therefore, by
Lemma 3, we only need to examine the case, where d(x; y)= 1, both x and y are
removed from I(x; y) and |(I ′(x) ∩ L0) \ I(y)|= |(I ′(y) ∩ L0) \ I(x)|=1. By sym-
metry, we can assume that the analogous premises hold for z and w as well, and
thus only the inequality I(x; y) \ {x; y} = I(z; w) \ {z; w} is left to be veried. Let
(I(x; y) ∩ L0) \ {x; y}= {c1; c2} for some c1; c2 ∈D. If the inequality fails, we must
have z= c′11 and w= c
′
21. Similarly, (I(z; w) ∩ L1) \ {z; w}= {x′1; y′1}. But this is a
contradiction, since now I(C; {x′; y′})= I(C; {z′; w′}) although {x′; y′} = {z′; w′}.
Case 3: Let x; y; z ∈L0 and w∈L1. Since |I(x; y) ∩ L1|6 2, we only need to check
the situation where w∈D is removed from I(z; w) and |I ′(w) ∩ L1|=2. Let I ′(w) ∩
L1 = {c1; c2}, c1; c2 ∈D. We may assume c′1 = x′ and c′2 =y′, and furthermore we can
assume that x and y cover the words in I ′(z)∩L0 (if z ∈D, then it suOces to examine
the cases z ∈{x; y; w′0}) and z covers the words in (I(x; y)∩L0)\{x; y; w′0}, otherwise
we are done. Hence x′ and y′ cover the words in I(C; z′), and thus (4) hold, because
if not, then I(C; {x′; y′})= I(C; {z′; w′}) although {x′; y′} = {z′; w′}.
Case 4: Let nally x; z ∈L0 and y; w∈L1. If d(x; z)¿ 3 or d(y; w)¿ 3, then by (2)
the inequalities (4) obviously hold. Suppose that this is not the case. Assume rst that
d(x; z)= 0. Clearly, d(y; w) =0 by {x; y} = {z; w}. If d(y; w)= 1, then according to
(2), |(I ′(w)∩L1) \ I(y)|¿ 1 and |(I ′(y)∩L1) \ I(w)|¿ 1. All these codewords cannot
be covered by x= z. Next let d(y; w)= 2. By the previous lemma, we can assume that
there is at least one codeword, say c, such that c∈ (I ′(w)∩L1)\ I(y). We may suppose
x′= z′= c′. If there is a codeword in (I ′(y) ∩ L1) \ I(w), we are done, because x= z
cannot cover two distinct words in L1. If (I ′(y) ∩ L1) \ I(w)= ∅, then y∈D (and it
is removed from I(x; y)) and thus we must check the case y′0∈B1(z) \ {z} (y′ = z′,
because y′= z′ implies d(y; w)= 1), but then B1(w′)∩ B1(y′) contains x′ and the two
words of B1(w) ∩ B1(y), of which the last coordinates are deleted. This is impossible
by (2).
Suppose next that d(x; z)= 1. The cases 16d(y; w)6 2 need to be investigated.
Let d(y; w)= 1. Using the fact that |I(a)∩Li|¿ 3 for all a∈Li (i=0; 1), this situation
is impossible (at least one of the words x; y; z or w is removed). Suppose next that
d(y; w)= 2. Let a∈B1(y) ∩ B1(w). By Lemma 3, it suOces to study the case where
(I ′(x)∩ L0) \ I(z)= {w′0} and (I ′(z)∩ L0) \ I(x)= {y′0}. Now there is a cycle of odd
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length (x′ → z′ → y′ → a′ → w′ → x′, here “→” marks edges in the natural way),
which is not possible in a Hamming space.
Finally, let d(x; z)= 2. By the discussion above, d(y; w)= 2 remains to be ex-
plored. By Lemma 3, we can assume that (I ′(w) ∩ L1) \ I(y) = ∅. If |(I ′(w) ∩ L1) \
I(y)|¿ 2, we are done. It suOces to check the inequalities (4) with the choice
(I ′(w) ∩ L1) \ I(y)= {x′1}. Hence d(x′; w′)= 1. Next we show that we may assume
d(y′; z′)= 1 as well. If y ∈ D, then |(I(y)∩L1)\ I(w)|¿ 1 and it is enough to assume
(I(y)∩L1)\I(w)= {z′1}. This implies d(z′; y′)= 1. Let y∈D. Obviously, y′ = x′, since
d(w; y)= 2. If y′0∈B1(x) \ {x}, then |B1(y′) ∩ B1(w′)|¿ 3, which is not possible by
(2). Clearly, y′ = z′ due to the fact that y′= z′ would create a cycle of odd length
(y′ → a → x′ → w′ → b → y′) where a∈B1(x′) ∩ B1(y′) and b∈B1(w′) ∩ B1(y′)).
Thus, if y∈D, it suOces to check the case where {y′0}=(I ′(z) ∩ L0) \ I(x). Con-
sequently, d(z′; y′)= 1. If |(I ′(x) ∩ L0) \ I(z)|¿ 1, then it is enough to examine the
case (I ′(x)∩L0) \ I(z)= {w′0} (similarly, (I ′(y)∩L1) \ I(w)= {z′1} and (I ′(z)∩L0) \
I(x)= {y′0}, if the sets on the left-hand sides are nonempty). Therefore, we always
get I(C; {x′; y′})= I(C; {z′; w′}) although {x′; y′} = {z′; w′}. Hence the inequalities (4)
are always satised and this completes the proof of the assertion.
Corollary 1. M (62)SID(n)6 2M (62)(n− 1).
We are now in a position to give two innite families of optimal codes.
Corollary 2. For k¿1: M (62)SID1 (3 · 2k)= 23·2
k−k .
For k¿3: M (62)SID1 (2
k)= 3 · 22k−k .
Proof. From [11] we know that M (62)1 (n)= 2
3·2k−k−1, if n=3 · 2k − 1 (k¿ 1), and
M (62)1 (n)= 3 · 22
k−k−1, if n=2k − 1 (k¿ 3). Combining this with Corollary 1 and the
lower bound from Theorem 1 we obtain the equations.
No innite family of optimal strongly (1;6 1)-identifying codes is known.
Corollary 3. If C is strongly (1;6 2)-identifying; then the direct sum with F2 is as
well.
Before presenting one more optimality result, we show a construction which yields a
strongly (1;6 2)-identifying code of length 2n+1 from a strongly (1;6 2)-identifying
code of length n.
Theorem 6. Let C be a strongly (1;6 2)-identifying code of length n. The code
C′= {(,(u); u; u+ c) | u∈Fn2 ; c∈C};
where ,(u) denotes the parity check bit of u; is a strongly (1;6 2)-identifying code
of length 2n+ 1.
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Proof. By Theorem 3, C′ is (1;6 2)-identifying and by Theorem 4 it is hence strongly
(1;6 1) identifying. Therefore, it is again enough to conrm the inequalities in (3)
and (4).
Let us divide the words of F2n+12 into two classes by their rst bit and consider the
codewords which cover a word in each class. Let x=(a; u; u+ v)∈F2n+12 .
Class I: If a= ,(u) then I(x)= {(,(u); u; u+ c) | c∈C; d(c; v)6 1}.
Class II: If a = ,(u) then I(x)=A∪{(a; u′; u+v) |d(u′; u)= 1;∃c∈C : u+v= u′+c}.
Here A= {(,(u); u; u+ v)} if v∈C, and A= ∅ if v ∈ C.
Hence in both classes we are interested in codewords c∈C such that d(c; v)6 1.
Namely, in class II the properties d(u′; u)6 1 and u + v= u′ + c imply that also
d(v; c)6 1. If I(x)= {(bi; si; ti) | i=1; 2; : : : ; k}, then in both cases I(C; v)= {si+ ti | i=
1; 2; : : : ; k}. If x∈C′ and it is removed from I(x), then v is removed from I(C; v).
Notice that if I(x; y) \ {x; y}= {(bi; si; ti)} | i=1; 2; : : : ; k}; where x=(a1; u1; u1 + v1)
and y=(a2; u2; u2 + v2), then I(C; {v1; v2}) \ {v1; v2} ⊆ {si + ti | i=1; 2; : : : ; k} ⊆
I(C; {v1; v2}). Similarly, if I(x; y)\{x}= {(bi; si; ti) | i=1; 2; : : : k}, then I(C; {v1; v2})\
{v1} ⊆ {si + ti | i=1; 2; : : : ; k} ⊆ I(C; {v1; v2}).
By the proof of Theorem 1 and [3, Theorems 3:4:3 and 14:4:3], |I ′(e)|¿ 3 for all
e∈F2n+12 . Hence we can prove the inequalities (3) using exactly the same argument
as in Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 5.
Suppose one the inequalities (4) does not hold. Denote x=(a1; u1; u1+v1); y=(a2; u2;
u2 + v2), z=(a3; u3; u3 + v3) and w=(a4; u4; u4 + v4). Since C is a strongly (1;6 2)-
identifying code we must have {v1; v2}= {v3; v4} by the previous discussion.
It is enough to study the case, where all words x; y; z and w are in class I, and
the case where x and z are in the rst class and y and w in the second one. We will
show next that other cases need not to be considered.
Let x and y be in the rst class and w in the second class. If J (z; w) contains at least
three elements of I(w), then J (z; w) has at least three codewords with di4erent n+ 1
rst bits and J (x; y) can only provide two such words. If J (z; w)= I(z; w)\{z}, where
z ∈ I(w), then J (z; w) might only contain two words of I(w). Denote I(w)= {z; a; b}
and {d; e; f} ⊆ I ′(z). Because w is in the class II, both a and b cannot belong to
I(x) or I(y), say a∈ I(x). Furthermore, at least two elements of I ′(z) belong to I(x)
or I(y). Let {d; e} ⊆ I(x). Now d = x = e (recall that there cannot be odd cycles), so
if x = a, there exists an odd cycle (w → a → x → d → z → w), and if x= a, then
B1(x) ∩ B1(z)= {w; d; e}, which is impossible by (2). Therefore, these cases where x
and y are in class I and w or both w and z lie in the second class need not to be
examined.
Let then x belong to class I and y; z and w to the second. Since J (x; y) contains at
least three codewords with di4erent n last bits and J (z; w) can only provide two such
words, this situation is also impossible.
Because there are no codewords in class II, it is enough to study the case, where
x; y; z and w belong to class I, and the case where x and z belong to class I and y
and w to class II.
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Let rst all x; y; z and w lie in the rst class. If d(x; y)¿ 2 and d(z; w)¿ 2, then
I ′(x)∪I ′(y) ⊆ J (x; y) and by {x; y} = {z; w} we obtain u1 = u2 = u3 = u4. If d(x; y)= 1
or d(z; w)= 1, then u1 = u2 = u3 = u4 also holds due to the fact that x; y; z and w are
in the class I. From u1 = u2 = u3 = u4 it follows that {x; y}= {z; w}; a contradiction.
Assume next that x and y belong to the rst class and y and w lie in the sec-
ond. Because y and w cannot be codewords, it suOces to verify only the following
inequalities of (4): I(x; y) \ {x} = I(z; w) \ {z} and I(x; y) \ {x} = I(z; w).
Suppose I(x; y)\{x}= I(z; w)\{z}. We have x = z; since otherwise I(x; y)= I(z; w);
which is impossible due to the fact that C′ is (1;6 2)-identifying. Now we can assume
I ′(x) ∩ I ′(z) = ∅ and hence u1 = u3. Because |I ′(e)|¿ 3 for all e∈F2n+12 , we obtain
|I ′(x) ∩ I(w)|=1 and |I ′(z) ∩ I(y)|=1 (the number of elements in the intersections
cannot be greater than one, since x and w and also y and z belong to di4erent classes).
The words in these two intersections must be di4erent, since x = z. Since words y and
w belong to class II and we may assume that I(y) ∩ I(w) = ∅, the last n bits of the
words in I(y) and I(w) are the same. On the other hand, the words in the intersections
I ′(x)∩I(w) and I ′(z)∩I(y) must also end with those n bits, but now |I ′(x)∩I ′(z)|¿ 3;
since u1 = u3, and thus x= z; a contradiction.
Assume nally I(x; y)\{x}= I(z; w). Evidently, x∈C′ and x = z. If z is a codeword,
then in I(z) there are at least two codewords which are not in I ′(x); these two words
cannot be both in I(y) either (y and z are in di4erent classes), so z ∈ C′. Now
I(x; y) \ {x}= I(z; w) \ {z}; where z ∈ C′ but belongs to class I. This is impossible by
the previous case.
There does not exist a strongly (1;6 2)-identifying code of length less than ve.
Indeed, for length four we notice that there cannot be a strongly (1;6 2)-identifying
code, since always I(0000; 1111)\{0000; 1111}= I(0011; 1100)\{0011; 1100} regard-
less of the code. From [7], it is known that there are no (1;6 2)-identifying code of
length less than four.
Theorem 7. M (62)SID(5)= 22.
Proof. By [7], M (62)(4)= 11, and thus we obtain the upper bound using Corollary 1.
We prove the lower bound by using the fact observed in the proof of Theorem 1
that |I ′(x)|¿ 3 for all x∈F52 . Suppose M (62)SID(5)6 21. By [3, p. 383] we need at
least 22 codewords to cover each word in F52 at least four times. Hence, we know that
there is a noncodeword which is covered by exactly three codewords. Let C be a code
attaining the bound M (62)SID(5). Without loss of generality, assume 00000 ∈ C; and
I(00000)= {10000; 01000; 00100}. Each word of weight one must be covered by at
least three codewords of weight two. Each codeword of weight two covers two words
of weight one. Thus, we need at least 3 · 52=8 codewords of weight two.
If 11111 ∈ C this is a symmetric situation, so all in all there are now at least 22
codewords.
Suppose 11111∈C. Now again there are at least three codewords of weight four.
The word 00011 must be covered by three codewords of weight three, those can only
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Table 1
Bounds on regular and strong (1;6 2)-identication. All the bounds on M (62)(n) are from [7,11]
n M (62)(n) M (62)SID(n)
4 11 -
5 16 a22d
6 30–32 b32c
7 48 b55–64e
8 90–96 b96c
9 154–176 b171–192e
10 289–352 b308–352d
11 512 b559–704f ;e
12 972–1024 b1024c
13 1756–2048 b1891–2048f ;e
14 3356–4096 b3511–4096e
15 6144 b6554–8192f ;e
16 11566–12288 b12288c
aTheorem 7.
bTheorem 1.
cCorollary 2.
dCorollary 1.
eCorollary 3.
f Theorem 6.
be {10011; 01011; 00111}= :T . The words of the set A:=S31 (000) ⊕ S21 (00) must be
covered by at least two codewords of weight three. Denote by Ga= {a1a2a3}⊕S21 (00),
where a=(a1; a2; a3)∈ S31 (000). The words of weight three always cover exactly two
words of A, except that 11100 covers none. Moreover, a word in S53 (00000)\({11100}∪
T ) covers a word both in Ga and Gb for some a and b (a = b). Let c1 ∈ S53 (00000)
cover a word in Ga and Gb and, moreover, c2 ∈ S53 (00000) cover the other word in Ga
and a word in Gd, where b = a =d and b =d. The distance between the yet uncovered
(by others than the words in T ) words of Gb and Gd is four. Thus, we need at
least seven codewords of weight three in C. Again there are at least 22 codewords.
Table 1
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